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Item 1.01 Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

Entry into Catalent Agreement

As previously disclosed, on June 20, 2016, Palatin Technologies, Inc. ("Palatin") entered into a Commercial Supply Agreement (the "Catalent Agreement" or the "Prior Catalent Agreement") with Catalent Belgium S.A. ("Catalent"), a subsidiary of Catalent Pharma Solutions, Inc., with an effective date of June 10, 2016, pursuant to which Catalent agreed to provide manufacturing and supply services to Palatin related to production of Vyleesi® (the trade name for bremelanotide).

AMAG License; Assignment of Catalent Agreement to AMAG

As previously disclosed, the Catalent Agreement was subsequently assigned to AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ("AMAG") pursuant to a License Agreement by and between Palatin and AMAG, dated January 8, 2017 (the "AMAG Licensee Agreement"). Pursuant to the AMAG License Agreement, AMAG acquired the exclusive rights to commercialize Vyleesi in North America.

Termination of AMAG License; Assignment of Catalent Agreement to Palatin

As previously disclosed, effective July 24, 2020, Palatin entered into a termination agreement (the "AMAG License Termination Agreement") with AMAG, thereby terminating the AMAG License Agreement. In connection with the AMAG License Termination Agreement, the Catalent Agreement was assigned to Palatin.

Termination of Catalent Agreement

In planning for Palatin's future manufacturing needs, Palatin and Catalent decided to terminate the Catalent Agreement and enter into a replacement agreement with certain modified terms, including a reduction in the minimum annual purchase requirements and modification of other financial terms. In consideration for a one-time payment of Six Million Euros (€6,000,000), Palatin and Catalent have terminated the Catalent Agreement by mutual agreement, in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in the Termination and Release Agreement, dated September 29, 2020 (the "Termination Agreement").

Entry into New Catalent Agreement

In connection with the termination of the Prior Catalent Agreement, Palatin entered into a new Commercial Supply Agreement, dated as of September 29, 2020, between Palatin and Catalent (the "New Catalent Agreement" or the "Agreement"). Like the Prior Catalent Agreement, the New Catalent Agreement provides that Catalent will provide manufacturing and supply services to Palatin related to production of Vyleesi, including that Catalent will supply specified minimums of Palatin's requirements for Vyleesi during the term of the Agreement.

The initial term of the Agreement will continue until August 20, 2025. The initial term of the Agreement will be automatically extended for one 24-month period unless either party notifies the other of its desire to terminate as of the end of the initial term as outlined in the Agreement.

The Agreement also includes customary terms and conditions relating to forecasting and minimum commitments, ordering, delivery, inspection and acceptance, and termination, among other matters.

The foregoing description of the terms of the Termination Agreement and the New Catalent Agreement are qualified in their entirety by the full text of the Termination Agreement and the New Catalent Agreement, which Palatin expects to file as exhibits to a future periodic report.

Item 1.02 Termination of a Material Definitive Agreement.
The description under the heading “Termination of Catalent Agreement” set forth in Item 1.01 above is incorporated by reference in this Item 1.02.
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